During the two years of operation of the SLAC Polarized Electron Gun (PEGGY), the electron intensity delivered to the target has increased from 7 X 107 ej/pulse to 1 x 109 eV/ pulse. The polarization is 0. 85 with no measurable degradation caused by acceleration through the linear accelerator. The predominant cause of downtime is replenishment of lithium, which now averages 43 hours. The lifetime of a lithium load is about 175 hours.
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The Polarized Electron Gun (PEGGY) has been in operation on the SLAC three-kilometer linear accelerator for about two years. 1, 2 Figure 1 shows that during this time the electron beam intensity, Ie' has increased by an order of magnitude while the figure of merit Pe$fe -where Pe is the electron polarization -has tripled. ( Improvements in the source4 since the initial operation on the linac include a larger oven which triples the lifetime of a lithium oven load. The atomic beam intensity has been increased by using a larger bore six-pole magnet. A new vortex-stabilized flash lamp and an ellipsoidal mirror which subtends a larger solid angle have greatly increased the UV light available for photoionization.
As the light intensity increased, significant depolarization associated with the resonant excitation of the 2P atomic state was observed.5' 6 With the resonant excitation light removed with a UV filter, we now measure the electron polarization Pe, to be independent of light intensity and equal to The present PEGGY operating characteristics, summarized in Table I , are matched to the requirements of high- bThe intensity difference can be reduced to < 1%. cLifetime based on filling oven to 740 g capacity.
energy experiments with polarized-proton targets, 2 viz., high polarization but target limited intensity. The electron intensity shown is the average over the last full accelerator cycle, which includes about 940 hours of PEGGY operation. Minor improvements in the source throughout the cycle resulted in an electron intensity averaged over the last third of the cycle that was 10% higher than the overall average. Additional improvements, primarily in the atomic beam intensity, are expected to result in a doubling of the electron beam intensity in the near future.
The latest PEGGY operating costs are given in Table II. Significantly higher electron intensities without loss of polarization may be possible by optically pumpi6ng_the 2P state of lithium with circularly polarized light. The increased figure of merit which would result is desirable for high-energy experiments when the intensity is not target limited. A solid-state polarized-electron gun which is expected to produce high intensities with moderate polarization is currently under development at SLACG7
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